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WELCOME VISITORS
TO THE FESTIVAL
The Fifth Tobacco Festival ision, Princefor
ton's gala celebration which has become,
enin
the Black Patch, the year's highlight
renewal
tertaimnent, conviviality and hearty
of old ties that bind.
Record crowds greeted Goodwill Tour
messengers who took Princeton's invitation
to the Festival to towns of the area last week,
indicating interest to the 1941 renewal of the
Festival is high. And the good people of
Caldwell county, always eager to give evidence of their hospitality, are prepared to
hold open house for home-corners, old friends
and new, visitors to the celebration which
has for its primary purpose advancement of
this community and the other communities
which comprise this section, where Dark To-

. marching
smoothosts gliding
queens
ngo,f being
ille
T
nt
it
s
lo
g
e
then'
blushcrowds on either side
like
d necks stretch
conthe color-filled
straingoess by . . .
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newspapers.
Knowing from experience which covers
outdoor
more than 25 years on dailies, with
country
and
ads
screen
movie
ing,
advertis
t
newspapers, the Leader editor is confiden
there
of success in this Navy campaign; for
to
is no advertising medium in the world
that
er
compare with a community newspap
is giving the sort of reader-interest service
Kento which its subscribers are entitled.
such
of
number
tucky has a considerable
that
realize
which
papers, the editors of
or
printing,
job
NEWS comes first . . . Not
but
else
anything
or
advertising, or politics,
NEWS can be first consideration of a good
newspaper. Readers of these newspapers constitute the best prospects for the Navy, or
for any other advertiser.
The Navy knows, from its recruiting
records, that a large majority of its men
come from rural communities and small
towns; and this is why Secretary Knox
turned to the community press instead of
to the metropolitan dailies.
Read the Navy's advertisement in this
issue of The Leader. It has a message every
American will warm to, offers young men
great opportunity. If there's any help we
can give interested persons, please do not
hesitate to command the Leader staff. We
believe in Uncle Sam, in his Navy . . . and
in Secretary Knox.
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OUR CREDIT WAS
TOO GOOD ANYHOW
Instalment credit control, as announced
bacco was for so long King.
by the President more than two weeks ago,
When knighthood was in flower bold
has not 'made itself felt in Princeton yet.'
cavaliers and fair ladies had rules of conWhen it does—restrictions, instead of hurtduct which today's world has little inclinaing business, are very likely to help, accordtion to observe. There is however, in this
ing to opinion of business folk here.
many
agricultural section where folk know
Some banks and credit companies here.
amible,
of the arts and graces of comforta
everywhere-wanted--short€r-terms--and
irnti
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Mid
able, gentility marked by courtesy
down payments all along but didn't
bigger
froin
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Mountai
culture which came over the
on the curb because of competition.
put
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like
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somethi
Virginia and North Carolina
Board control is expected to
Reserve
e
Now
attractiv
and
likeable
150 years ago, a very
eliminate many shoestring finance commodern day pattern of Life which we love
panies, dependent upon large interest rates,
and which we like to share with our friends
which probably will not be able to measure
and all who will visit among us.
up to registration requirements.
Tobacco Festival time is a period in
Bankers are glad, and not too secretly,
which Princeton folk free themselves, largethat a banker was chosen Federal Reserve
ly, of their ordinary affairs and indulge
Board adviser instead of a representative of
themselves in playing host; in the hope that
the finance companies and it is reported that
their efforts will impel old friends to come
some utilities companies, with extra liberal
here oftener, incline first-time visitors to
financing terms on appliances, plan to tightreturn, create a better understanding of
en up.
mutual problems, work for upbuilding of the
General impression gained in this small
y.
Black Patch and all western Kentuck
is that, those whose credit has been
field
;
and
Welcome
So, Hail Festival visitors!
the past may expect to be able to
in
good
you.
to
a pleasant, profitable stay
get things they want on terms they can
meet; may expect to continue finding a welTHE NAVY ENLISTS
at the banks, with terms as liberal as
come
PRESS
ITY
THE COMMUN
good business principles permit.
Newspaper guys get around.
If down payments for durable goods
When one got around to being Secretary
must be more substantial, repossession by
... and then found
of the United States Navy.
gullible or competitor-conscious dealers will
himself in a hot spot and needing a lot of •
be less; spending for essentials will be the
recruits, he ran true to form and turned to
rule, and perhaps a few keepers-up-with-the
the newspaper fraternity for help. See back
Joneses will trim their sails to proper patpage of today's Leader.
For a good many years small town newspaper publishers have been considerably perturbed, and more than a little discouraged at
times, to see Uncle Sam running large advertising campaigns in the country's largest
daily newspapers and the choice periodicals
on Baby Bonds and such . . . while flooding
desks of country editors with every conceivable sort of free publicity, on Baby Bonds

tern.
Which is all well and good, in an emergency year or in any old year, if we would
but listen to oldtimers whose judgment is
sound and whose advice upon matters of
successful financing would be just dandy if
anybody would take.it without being forced
to do so by Uncle Sam.

and such. During all the years of the New Deal,
especially, we of the rural press have borne
the heavy burden of selling the alphabetical
agencies set up by the federal government

The later you stay up, the better the
radio program gets.
Queen Elizabeth, of England, does not
smoke.

Her to
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ing the la
saw a sub ,

ler, its dress of girls
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whirl
y
end
e lid Saturdoan,
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Odd But Science
Of all the sad surprises
There's nothing to compare
With treading in the darkness
On a step that wasn't there.
Orbie Mitchell picked a hot number the other day . . . and plumb
embarrassed Saul, your reporter
and himself on the golf course.
The visitor from Decatur, Ala., a
self - effacing gentlemanly fellow,
should have been playing in the
West Kentucky amateur, at Mayfield, instead of being handicapped
with such dubs as the sheriff,
Saul and y.t. Bothered a good deal
by our bad example, he finished
one over par; but could have done
much better with a little competition.
And just when Life seemed very
Dagwoodie;-- Henry' Sevison,
dressed up in what he fondly thinks
is a gent's play suit but which looks
very like Marshall Eldred's bluegreen pajamas, had to shout ribald taunts from his garden patch
. . . which, despite two vacations
for Henry, still looks a good deal
like a garden, I honestly (if reluctantly) must state.
David, nearly 4, started learning
the Facts of Life when he hit himself on the thumb with Jackie's
hammer.
Many queer sights are to be seen
in Louisville these days; but two
things you cannot miss: Handholding on busiest streets and the
fact that Uncle Sam will not soon
run out of prospective soldiers, the
baby crop, present and future, appearing to be of bumper proportions.
'Pk
Gus Robbins, former publisher
of the Hickman. Courier, down in
Fulton county, writes he passed
through a most "sedate" primary,
at Hopewell, Va., last week ... and
it made him homesick for old Kentucky and her heated elections .. .
Gus is doing well as publisher of
the Hopewell News; but says he
hopes some day to come back to
Kentucky.
Judge L. K. Wood, brother of
Frank Wood and widely known in
Princeton and Caldwell county, was
over in Christian county the other
day, in his official capacity as State
director of the Office of Government Reports, advising farmers in
the proposed Army •,mp area of
south Christian and adjacent Tennessee "to plan cons( ..vatively for
1942."'

Judge Wood said indications are
a fairly large acreage of land in
Christian and Trigg counties and
in Stewart and Montgomery counties, Tennessee, will be purchased
by Uncle Sam for the Army camp
. . . He advised against construction of permanent improvements
on farm land in the area now under Army survey.
Same thing is true of a triangular section in Union and Webster
counties; so that Princeton seems
likely to have two large Army
camps nearby, one on either side,
next year .. . Of course, as Judge
Wood pointed out, the camps MAY
not be constructed . . . But basic
idea in Washington is that the
U. S. will be in the war, all the
way in, pretty soon.
October .1-8 is National Newspaper Week and Princeton Kiwanis
Club, in recogition of indispensible
aid from newspapers in promoting
that service organization's community programs, will invite a newspaperman of note to address its
October 2 meeting, President M. P.
Eldred sez.
/111
Rural newsgatherers the nation
over will sympathize with the correspondent in Oakville, Conn., for
the Waterbury (Conn.) American
who sent the following report to
the state desk:
"Oakville, Aug. 14—There can be
a heap of grieving, while the hair
is growing gray, for a lot of suffering sinners that one passes on the
way, but the heartfelt sigh is deepest and the saddest tear is shed for
the village correspondent when the
village news,is dead.
"When no one throws a party.
and no one wrecks a bus; and no
one gets arrested for stirring up
a fuss; when no one starts a fire,
and no one weds or woos—ah! the
village correspondent when there
isn't any news!"
An inspired copyreader topped it
off with "When Times are Dull and
News is Worse, the Village Scribe
Turns to Verse," and sent it along
to the composing room.
(Editor & Publisher)

Looking Backward
Ten Years Ago, Today
J. S. McBride, who was seriously
injured in an auto accident near
Cadiz last week, is recovering.
Rev. D. D. Dugan was speaker at
the union service of Princeton
churches here Sunday morning.

By Howard W. B
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Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weaver and
Margaret Leitchfield returned
family, Detroit, visited relatives
to her home in Louisville Sunday
in the county last week.
after visiting her sister, Mrs. E.
>>
Mrs. Hobart Crider, Mexico,
R. Koltinsky here last week.
Mrs. Ray Ellis, Madisonville,
Princeton Woman's Club,
left the hospital Tuesday mornM
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street.
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METHODIST
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X. 0
>>
it Morgan. on Hopkinsville burn of the Hall
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community on
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Cummins
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Friday afternoon, at 3:30.
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Tubes. Built-In Loop
features. Handsome plastic
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We hope to add,to your pleasure
while you are attending the Tobacco Festival and cordially invite
you to make our store your headquarters.

VITALITY OPEN ROAD ,•Ift,t •

.
'5,'55°

West Court Square

l'hone 611

Princeton Shoe Co.
Fin Shoes Fittd by X-Ray

Game And Fish
'vision MàK5
Splendid Record
Economic Operation

One Way To Escape
The Madding Crowd

Service Man's Ideal

. . .

Clear Lake, Ia. VP) — Artist
Grant Wood is not bothered ,with
anyone looking over his shoulder
while working on the north shore
of Clear Lake, an Iowa vacation
spot.
Determined to make good use
of a year's leave of absence from
the University of Iowa art faculty, the noted artist obtained an
abandoned railway station poised
on concrete blocks.
I When he goes to work in this
(By James J. Gilpin),
I odd retreat he enters by the
Frankfort, Aug. 26—The report freight door, using a stepladder.
on the Division of Game and Fish Then he draws the ladder in after
which David A. Logan, State him, closes and locks the door,
auditor, made recently, tells rath- and goes into a further room.
er pointedly about the job the
division has done since the new
states.
personnel took over last DecemLogan's report also lauded the
ber.
division for reductions in salaries
In his report to Governor Johnand traveling expenses and for
son, Logan urged that "more Conrevoking 530 volunteer game warservation Officers be hired."
dens' commissions.
The auditor's recommendations
The report stated that none of
were based on expectation of inthe commissions had been called
creased revenue for boosting of
in since 1925 and "many of these
State-wide hunting license fees
had fallen into hands of persons
from $1 to $3.
using them for their own per"For proper enforcement of all
sonal advantage and gain."
laws governing conservation of
When S. A. Wakefield was prowildlife throughout the State,"
moted to the directorship of the
Logan said, "the number of warDivision of Game and Fish, the
dens now employed is insufficilatter part of December, 1940,
ent." He reported the division
he found outstanding bills and
employed 57 wardens, part-time
claims amounting to $17,000 more
and full-time, for the fiscal year
than his bank balance. At the
which ended June 30.
end of the fiscal year, June 30,
Logan commended the division
the bank balance was $10,571.
for discontinuing issuances of
And all bills and claims had been
complimentary licenses to resipaid.
dents, a policy he had criticized
In six month's time, Wakefield's
previously. He said complimenpolicy of living within the divitary short-time permits might
sion's income and creating a backstill be given to federal game and
against periods of diminishing
fish officials and those of other leg
income, has resulted in putting an
amount of $27,000 on the right
side of the ledger.
For the fiscal year the division
had receipts of $193,377 and expenditures of $182,806, the first
time in three years it had a balIn Standard Old Line Com- ance at the close of the fiscal
panies . . . Safety for Your period.
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.

By Wakefield Wins
Praise; More Wardens Needed

John E.Young. Agt
Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.
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ECZEMA. Prickly Heat, Sanborn, Itching Skin, Chigger or Mosquito bites,
Scalp or locky Itch, Tired Sweaty
Feet. A tooling. soothing lotion. Get
It anywhere 500 ler by maiL
Labor
les. Florence. At..

100 Counties May
Send 4-H Judges
To The State Fair

I

Plans are being made to accommodate 4-H Club members
from about 100 counties in the
livestock judging contests at the
Kentucky State r'air. The champion fat stock team will receive
the Bourbon Stock Yards trophy
and represent Kentucky in a national contest in Chicago. The
champion dairy cattle team will
(By Associated
pre%)
go to the National Dairy Show in
Just a tough word to
pr
Memphis, and receive the Ewingto most A
Von Allmen trophy, and the best
mericans, vla •
is growing in
poultry judging team will receive
world irn
the Kentucky Poultry Improveas the ,Fur Eastern °pea
and
ment Association trophy
through winch will more
judge poultry in Chicago. The
Sam's lea.a Jend aid
to
Courier-Journal will divide $200
Russia.
among the judging teams.
The oth,r water out
Members of 4-H Clubs will exU.S.S.R. are limited to
hibit dairy cattle, hogs, sheep and
erally icebound ports of
poultry at the State Fair. In the
the
and the
grandstand building will be the
internationally.
Baltic and Black seas onir
usual 4-11 Club displays of clothof the us or zone in
ing, canned and baked goods, rethe
finished furniture, potatoes and
Vladivostok is ice-free e
a
short period in winter
corn. Cash prizes will total $900.
There also will be judging conbreakers then permit con
tests and crop exhibits by memopen pass..ge. It is about
bers of Utopia clubs.
north as Poston.
The general exhibits of the
High surrounding hills
Kentucky College of Agriculture
winding channel entrap/
and Home Economics will be
Eddie Fenton (right), owner of ahicycle built for,two, did his the sea of Japan adapt
found in the Grandstand building. good turn in Detroit's traction tie-up by taking Mailman John Le readily to fortificatisn.
Blanc (left) to the starting poin of his roue. Le Blanc is doing his the city a ring of fortr
Miss Alma Carroll, 18, (above)
the ridges and in 1939
(AP Telemat)
share of the pumping.
of Los Angeles, Calif., is the ser"Maginot Line" of coo
vice man's ideal bathing beauty.
boxes four-deep was
She was chosen Miss America of
having garden space are urged to
complete. Vladivostok is
National Defense at the Mardi
Further plantings of vegetables plan extensive plantings for next
naval and air base.
Gras in Venice, Calif., by three
for fall and winter gardens is season. These plans should inFounded only 80 y
judges in uniform—a soldier, a
clude
proper
care
of
the
soil
the
suggested in a statement from
Kermit and Wilmer Holmes of Vladivostok is situated at
sailor and a marine. Miss Carthrough
the
winter.
Kentucky College of Agriculture
of a narrow hook of
roll won a trip to Quantica, Va.
As a result of a State-wide cam- Harlan county are expecting 90
and Home Economics.
bends south from the '
(AP Telernat)
paign,
conducted
through
the
exto 100 bushels to the acre from
Greens, turnips, lettuce, kale,
of Siberia. To the west'
mustard and radishes are among tension division of the College of their two acres of hybrid corn. choukuo and
to the east
the garden crops that will give Agriculture and Home Economics, Many Harlan county boys and San Francisco
is 5,270
returns yet this season, if the gardens were exceptionally large
girls have full gardens from by the most direct shi
weather is favorable. The Seven and productive in Kentucky durMoscow and Leningrad
suggested variety of ing the spring and early summer which they expect big returns.
miles to the west.
When the agricultural agent in Top is the
Escoe Perry, president of the
turnips for greens Purple Top Plantings also were heavy for
Now a city of more
Carroll county held a culling
fall
gardens,
but
drouth
seriously
Bell
County
4-H
Club
turAssociation,
and White Globe for table
000 persotis. Vladiv
demonstration at the farm of nips; White or Rose Chinese or damaged late crops in parts of sold $56.60 worth of green onions
boomed with completioa
from his garden project, and has
Charles Ennis, near Worthville, any other early radish; Siberian the State.
famous Trans-Siberian
19 bushels in storage. His second
he removed 31 hens that showed kale, and Grand Rapids or New
the early 1900s.
garden includes beans, tomatoes,
Brilliance To Waste
indications of being poor layers. York lettuce.
Air service links
cantaloupes, cushaws and peppers.
The United States Department On The Gasless Air
with norThern Soviet
Ten days later Mr. Ennis reportWhile visiting the Cincinnati
of Agriculture at Washington
ed that the culls, penned to them- continues to stress the importance
Dunkirk, N. Y. (PP)—For three zoo, members of the Owen county automobile highway
the railroad line into the
selves, devoured $3 worth of feed of gardens in the national defense weeks Stephen Jozwiak, manager Utopia club thought the monkeys
for every dozen eggs laid by them. program. Farmers and all others of a gasoline station, anxiously made fun of them. County Agent a third route over w
awaited arrival of a new electric William Kleiser says the animals supplies may move,
Shipping hound forli
sign to advertise his products at sat on rocks in the shade and
for the most part must
night.
laughed at the perspiring youths.
from the Pacific to the
The sign finally came—just as
Garrard county boys and girls
Petroleum Coordinator Harold L. made money on their flocks, pan through Japanese
Ickes requested stations to close whether they had western or na- waters. The shortest
tween the southern
at 7 p.m.
tive ewes. In addition to lambs,
Sakhalin island and the
Jozwiak sadly complied.
club members in Garrard county
most point of Japan's
have 79 calves and 18 Utopia club
eat island. Hokkaido. Se;
Gratitude!
calves on feed for the State show.
dred miles south by a::
Approximately 1,400 club memKingstree, S. C. (R)—When a bers, parents and friends attended Tokyo.
prospective bridegroom asked the a picnic sponsored by the Kenton
Rev. C. W. Cantrell for a loan of County 4-H Conservation CounciL
the price of a marriage license, Among the speakers was
Burt
the minister didn't have the cor- Monroe, president of the
League
rect change and handed the youth of Kentucky Sportsmen.
Earne,• i Janes.
$1, or 50 cents more than reLouie Smith of Allen county agent in t :ark county,
quired. Then the fellow not only bought six ewes three years
ago. farmers le .
took his bride elsewhere to have This year's lambs
and wool an effort • stop seepage
the knot tied but evidently used brought him $156, and
returns for At the fa: t af A. H.
the extra four bits on his honey- the two first years
soda-ash
totaled $90. 256 pour
moon.
He invested $60 in the flock.
plied to .•t, pond with
of 758 st, „ yards and%
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Lend - Goods NI
Through Threat
City Of Forts

Campaign Continues
For Better Gardens

rnor Backs Mrs.
naGzhal:
()rIg
Diehl
DeAnappc:labl,
sh

ran-

a
94
te1_,
eissricuaend alvicoatihlefrorfoars1941
StateinldboenuRisuvillete antrwtheentBlor.nowtno
ptember 5 and 6.
delegates from all counKentucky expected, Mrs.
lass to discuss at the conAssistance
five points: (1)
underprivileged of Kenoverseas;
d for the needy
anization of Golden Rule
tees in every town and
Ksefanfteuckcoyf;rim(3i)tteFeo;rnfi4a)ina
Mother
n of a Kentucky
15
d
02
0naanldG j'
94
Infern1E1
tahreer'sofDay,
• Week, in December, 1941.
rsing Mrs. Diehl's plans,
•r Keen Johnson has just
letter to all Kentucky ediking that they cooperate
lion of delegates to the
.
fwe i rnin
f aven
Johnson
son states that
Kentucky are
of the distinction that has
our State in the selecMrs. Diehl as the Amerither for 1941, and because
onating her time and sera most worthy cause . ..,"
requesting the editors to
mmittees in their cornwhich will assure compublic-spirited citizens as
to the convention.
rnor Johnson believes the '
hich Mrs. Diehl will prerelief of needy, both at
and abroad, will simplify
for charity in any city
, eliminating many drives,
rdinate and strengthen
ow being done by clubs
or groups for local and
relief.
4other
lief
states to be viaquickly as possible, Mrs.

Sleep Longer On
Cold Winter Mornings

Leahy Ponds
Treated

WHILE
An Efficient

Findlay
STOKER
Tends The
Fire For You

Look Ahead to a Valued Possession
The Year's BEST BUY and the Way
to Better Living!
The Entire Family Will Enjoy the
Agreeable Features of Findlay's Firing and Heat Control.
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yard,
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Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception _
and careful attention to your anter-1
tainment during your stay are yours,I
always, at

escessisstit

FINDLAY
BIN-FLOW STOKER

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Prerrentcan in,,ke YourPawot
car l

rilPILL
Louisville's newest and most cen- I
trally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
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; Vladivostok Is
Vital 'Open
For Russian
Uncle Stows
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Through
City Of r6nr1s
(By Assoeiated
Just a tough ward te
to most
is
Americana,
growing in
world
as the ,Far Eastern •

through which will
Sam's least
'lendaid to
Rusaia.
The other water
o U.S.S.R. are
limited la
erally icebound ports
as
and the
internatio
Baltic and Black
seat,
of the war zone ia
Vladivostok is tee-free
a short period in
wintee
breakers then
permit
open pass,e. It is north as Boston.
High surrounding
•
winding channel ea
the. sea of Japan
readily to fortificatioa,
la the city a ring of
f
the ridges and in 11111
"Maginot Line" of
boxes four-deep was
complete. Vladivostok
naval and air base.
Founded only 80
of Vladivostok is
situated
90 of a narrow hook of,
bends south from the
•m of Siberia. To the
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Leaky Ponds
Treated

-Jaziett_
FairrieTt
ty agent in Clark
0. farmers in applying
1 an effort to stops
r At the farm of A. H.
• 256 pounds,of
plied to one pond.
of 758 square yards and
to another pond with ea
266 square yards The
was used at the rate of
to three square Os.
farmers using soda-ab
W. R. Sphar, George
H. C. BeAll'n

U. S. Coast Guard Builds
Its Own 'Dunkirk' Fleet

1101. Backs Mrs.
Dichl In GoldOrganizaAppeal

Seek To Create Nutritional Deficiency
Disease Menace To
NatO Defense
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Fire and Auto
•
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NEWS and FACTS ... of Statewide Interest

$1,234,164

Thrill-a-Minute

RODEO
.1E1(it

Is a Lot of Money!

TRO1111

Sanitone cleaning helps
your clothes budget go
farther
You may save a good many
dollars by sending last year's
school clothes to us for Sanitone dry cleaning.
This unique cleaning service
will restore the look and feel
of newness to many a suit or
dress that now looks "too
shabby for school."
Senitoning revives dulled
colors and brings up texture
because it cleans thoroughly,
removes fabric film, releases
imbedded dirt and grit.
And, of course, our Sanitone service includes perfect
finishing, minor repairs, and
tightening buttons. Call us
today. Prompt service. •

t

DON'T WAIT:
IT'S TOO L
Prevent excessive it
a,nm Ake7004311
Use In.alste.sl Sew
Oil, Telsco s
lated sgslo• bow
Havoline is it;.
free of berm
accelersie wee.

irls"

1,01

Every year, the State of Kentucky receives more
than one million dollars in taxes and other revenue
from Kentucky's legal beer industry.
The 1940-41 fiscal year was no exception. DuriAg
this period,Kentucky's beer industry,alone, contributed $1,234,164.49 to the State Treasury!
This money goes into the State's General Fund,
from which it is disbursed for various purposes.
It helps to pay State obligations—helps keep your
taxes lower than they would otherwise be. For,
without the brewing industry's tremendous contribution, every citizen in the State would have
to dig deeper into his own pocket to defray the
costs of State and local government.
Through its Self-Regulation program, the Kentucky Beer Industry is endeavoring to preserve
these benefits for Kentuckians.

Sensational
THRILL SHOW
Timmy Lynch and Ms Death Dodgem' Two
full hours of flaking W.cosd Limb In breath tak•
Ina suicide stunts. Sunday afternoon, Sept 7.

rcirAo.

MANE B. DAUGHARTY, Clete Director

1182 Starks Building. Iswhotilie, Ky.

MANED IN COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED BREWERS INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION

A
of thrtIle right out of the
marina We-t1 Docking
btoncs. wtld steam. erild
rellinit
buHalol
rasing! Every night -Sep
tomb. 8 to 13.

World's Greatest
SHW
O
HORSEharness
horses it
;addle and
_at
tounityt Mote than 527.000 in

birscs
ptacs Three aad five mined
toe hat,
hunter, tampers hackneys.
'Championship
non classcs Worlds
Sept. 8 in Is
0 SGasted Stake. Nites

CLYDE
BEATTY
HORSE RACES

Worlds tweaked witS tesb
mat trainer! See Mat la
action with hie ferocious
lione and Sperel Thrills
galore! Every cley--everp
6190.

Ciesmd Circuit Hanle. Raciest Nation's fastest
ironer, and pacers, 913.000 at pureeel Fin. day*
September 9 to 13.

LIVESTOCK
SHOW

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

#'11
MMI
C
Service St

Soil Improvement
Spreading

Six years ago phosphate and
By, Ford Browning
standards, equipped with regular
limestone were almost unknown
(AP Feature Service)
uniforms (they buy them and are
in parts of Lincoln county. Now,
New York—The United
States refunded *up to $100), and
says County Agent John R. Kilpaid
Coast Guard, after 151
linger, it is impossible to stand on
years of regular sillaries. Pay ranges from
answering cries for help, has
any one of the 2,750 farms in the
cup- $54 for a seaman up to $126 for
ped its hands and let out
county and not see in the growing
a mighty a chief petty officer, plus an adbellow of its own.
crops the results of soil improveditional $4 for dependents in the
And from snooty yacht
ment work. No longer, he adds,
clubs, upper brackets.
private docks and busy harbors,
do farmers grudgingly admit,
Many owners go into service
after seeing the results of applyena Shelby Diehl, ran- motorboat seamen are a-putt- right along with their boats;
putt-putting to the aid of
ing phosphate and limestone, that
Reporting to the State on the
their some receive commissions if their
ierican Mother for 1941,
long-time guardian angel.
it is profitable to use these soilterm of service is long enough work of the Kentucky Nutrition
issued a call for a StateWhen the preparedness
building elements.
and
they
proqualify
Committee
otherwise.
for
National
Defense,
Wen Rule convention to gram Dulled a third of the
Coast
Skippers of the 1 civilian boats the chairman, Dr. Static
Louisville at the Brown Guard's manpower and' a
Erikson
great which are or have been in service
of the University of Kentucky
part of its craft away from
ptember 5 and 6.
reg- around New York include a Stock
ular
duty, the coastline watch- Exchange
delegates from all counmember, the head of a home economics department, said
SHIELD EXPERT HERE
Kentucky expected, Mrs. dogs found themselves fiord- book-binding firm, a liquor mag- "the people of Kentucky's 120
H. M. SHEVNAN, widely known
pressed to handle normal work, nate, an
discuss
conat
the
to
advertising executive, counties have been mobilized in
an
expert of Chicago, will personally
to say nothing of countless new and a
former lieutenant in the an onslaught on nutritional defifive points: (1) Assistance
be at Madison Hotel, Madisonville,
underprivileged of Ken- duties.
World War Navy.
ciency diseases, the first serious
Wednesday (only), September 3,
And so the Coast Guard needs
Here's how the Coast Guard's all-inclusive effort to meet the
d for the needy overseas;
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
men—and
boats.
new branch came into being. It problem."
anization of Golden Rule
Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetic
It takes only a short visit to dates back to
in every town and
Aiding in the Program are repJune, 1939, when
Shield is a tremendous improvethe
New
York
district
of the Coast Congress created the Coast Guard resentatives of the Works Prog'n Kentucky; (3) Formament all over former methods,
Guard Reserve to see how the Reserve, a voluntary,
non - mili- ress Administration, Farm Secua State committee; (4)
effecting immediate results. It
service is getting them. Here's an tary organizati
on of private rity Administration, Agricultural
of a Kentucky Mother
will not only hold the rupture
yachtsmen, belonging to units, Adjustment Administration, the
er's Day, 1942 and ;r5) incident that's typical:
perfectly but increase the circuA lean, sun-tanned, prosperous- called flotillas, of
at least ten extension service of the State
ce of International Goldlation, strengthens the weakened
Week, in December, 1941. looking man just under middle boats.
College of Agriculture and Home
parts, thereby closing the opening
But in February of this year Economics, churches, women's
ing Mrs. Diehl's plans, age takes his turn in line to see
in ten days on the average case,
Lieut. P. D. Mills, in charge of the Coast Guard Redtrve
Johnson
has
just
clubs,
Keen
boards
of health, service
r
and
regardless of heavy lifting, straintter to all Kentucky edi- the Coast Guard's district re- Auxiliary act transferred all clubs and other groups.
ing or any position the body may
serve
program.
members
of
the former Reserve
Augmenting the 14-person State
bg that they cooperate
A diver wend down into the hold of the Cuba Mail line freight- assume no matter the size or loAdmitted to Mills' office the to the Coast Guard Auxiliary and committee are district and county
'on of delegateggto the
er Panuco in search of bodies which may still be in the ship rav- cation. A nationally known scivisitor
wastes
no
time.
also
set up a militarized unit, organizations, now operating to aged by fire at a Brooklyn pier. Discovery of four bodies
vention,
along entific' method. No under straps
"I have a boat," he says. "I known as the Coast Guard
or 'Johnson states that
Re- have greatly - improved school the waterfront raised the fire toll to 12. The Panuco is beached on or cumbersome arrangements and
hear
the
Coast
Guard
needs 'em." serve, which is similar to the re- lunches, big home gardens, stock- Red Hook Flats.
we in Kentucky are
•
absolutely no medicines or medi(AP Telemat)
He pulls from an envelope the serve branches of other services. ing of ponds with fish and otherf the distinction that has
cal treatments.
picture
of a handsome 35-foot
No Military* Regulations •
wise encouraging wildlife, supour State in the selecMr. Shevnan will be glad to
been alloted approximately 10,000
Members of the Auxiliary are plies of canned foods for winter,
Mrs. Diehl as the Ameri- cruiser, prow cutting the waves,
demonstrate without charge.
pounds of vetch to be used as
subject to no military regulations, etc. A 2•/2-week special "refresher for 1941, and because a laughing couple on the deck.
Add. 6509 N. Artesian Ave., Chi"That's my boat," he says. merely belong to a local flotilla er" course in nutrition was given
grant-of-aid in fall seedings.
nating her time and sercago. Large incisional Hernia or
"She'll
cruise
at
21
of
knots,
10
or
can
by
more
A
the
beef
College
cattle
worthy
(4
cause
boats
..,"
and
.
and
swine
most
Agriculture
tour,
take
and
ina
Whitley county farmers shiprupture following surgical operauesting the editors to do 35. I have a crew of two men. structions designed to promote Home Economics August 6-13, for
ped 110 tons Of potatoes to city held recently in Jessamine coun- tion especially solicited.
mmittees in their corn- They go with the boat. Do you (a) cooperation with the Coast workers in defense and staff
ty attracted large attendance.
markets, cooperatively, as well
Guard, (b) interest in safety at members of federal agencies.
which will assure corn- want 'em?"
Martin county farmers reported
"And
for
how
long
sea
as
are
selling
and
you
ofsmall
The
upon navigable waters,
committee's report points
amounts locally. in' a check-up on hybrid corn that
public-spirited citizens as
fering
your
boat?"
In
Mills
Meroer
(c)
better
asks.
county, 9,637 sheep it withstood windstorms better
understanding of the out that "with everyone wanting
to the convention.
The minimum period is a month rules and laws of navigation and to do something pracical for had been dipped by the end - of than other varieties.
or Johnson believes the
—and
here's
the payoff on the operation of vessels.
American defense, the better- last month.
In Metcalfe county, 75 percent
.ch Mrs. Diehl will preMany Rockcastle county farm- of the aluminum collected came
Under the act the Temporary nutrition program offers a means.
relief of needy, both at way yachtsmen are responding to
Reserve also came into being. It's By becoming strong and helping ers made seedings of alfalfa dur- from farm people.
d abroad, will simplify the Coast Guard plea:
,
"Well, she's yours for the du-'a into this branch that volunteer others to do so, men and women, ing August.
More Kenton county farmers
for charity in any city
Owsley county farmers have have kept complete accounts this
eliminating many drives, ration of the emergency—as long boats and crews and placed. Vol- boys and girls can render a real
unteers must be members of the service at this time." The "more cut red clover crops twice with year than in any previous period. Capital Stock Co. Insurance
rdinate and strengthen as you can use her.
Gets Flag and Number
auxiliary — but if non - members and better food program" was good results, though avoiding too
Ballard county farm men and
ow being done by clubs
is safe and reliable.
close and frequent cuttings.
That man's boat will become a come in and offer their boats, it's launched in the spring.
women have attended demonstraer groups for local and
•
regular
Four
Coast
4-H
a
Guard
fairly
simple
Club
unit,
members
with
matter
tions
to
get
of
on how to make home storthem
relief.
Princeton,
Ky.
Phone 513'
a
Nelson
Coast
Guard
into
county
flag
and
were
a
the
Coast
auxiliary
active
so
in the age structures.
that they Today's Short Story
47 other states to be visOver Penney's
.
aluminum for defense drive.
quickly as possible, Mrs. Guard Reserve number. Its crew and their boats may be accepted
will become regular members of as Temporary Reservists. During
Boone county farmers have — Try Leader's Classified Ads
For tossing a cigaret on the
the Coast Guard for as long as the 'period of service thy are street in Fort Worth, Tex., you
the boat is in service. They will actual Coast Guardsmen.
can be fined, under an old law
be rated according to service
Vessels of about 30 feet are a maximum of $100.
used for boarding duty. Every'
Diehl looks to the convention in private boat in the New York lookout for evidences of espionage
Louisville to set tice pattern for district must be boarded and in-, and sabotage.
Boatmen are assured that their
other state conventions so that spected twice a year and the
she can -introduce in each the smaller boats are assigned to this' craft will be returned to them at
job. Larger boats, 40 feet and ' the end of the period of service
points outlined above.
Danville was the first city in over, are used in open water for ' in as good condition as they were
Kentucky to form a Golden Rule inspection patrol and rescue work. received. All boat expenses are
Look Out For Sabotage
maintained by the government.
committee and Danville citizens
The Coast Guard feels that inCoast Guardsmen like to point
are well pleased with results. F.
M. Van Meter is chairman of the shore patrols are especially nec- to the evacuation at Dunkirk as
Danville committee and Mayor essary in the emergency. Piers an example of the part yachtsmen
-Henry -L. Nichols, as a member and industries engaged in defense can play in an emegrency—and
of the executive board, is'giving work must be kept under con- they confidently expect their plea
Kentucky State
Name your tun—and the greater races—rodeohis hearty support to the pro- stant patrol. Temporary reServists to produce the constant force of
has itl Thrill shows--horse bands-- world's
Fair
gram. Somerset, Paris, Cynthiana, participate in policing these de- 270 active boats they need to',
exhibits—musical shows- dance
attractions!
."--fgatesi horse show - hundreds .of
Winchester and Frankfort also fense areas and also are on the meet the present emergency.
DON'T MISS IT!
have such committees.
1
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Agencies Unite
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By Better Diet
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.

Pa e Eight

State Will Try
To End Pollution
Of Tradewater

Goodwill Boosters At Marion
Several VacanCies Exist In Teaching Personnel As Result Of
Resignaations

Official Asks Sportsmen To Aid In Stopping Illegal Seining
In Caldwell

salmi other than those named
above are to be filled by the
same personnel as last year.
School will hold for only a
short time Monday. 4 teachers'
meeting will be held at Butler
Saturday morning at 10:30 o'clock.
Dotson school will take up class
work at the same time as Butler
and Eastside.

Drunken Driver
Wins And Loiles
New York
thuny Savarese
nil:
driver cannot be
hit-run driving.
A man drove ii
Patrolman Thos, w
chased him 15 block. ,
lodged u.inplainta of hei
en driving and
leaving
of an texident. S
the driver ;IN fo,
intoxicat.d but r,
not be 1,eld
other of

Less than two hours after Mrs.
R. E. Mayfield, Washington, lost
a diamond ring in her bathroom,
the sewer department recovered
and
Eastside
at
rank*
Teaching
it in a manhole three blocks
Investigators of the Kentucky
this
riddled
Butler, somewhat
away.
will
Fish
and
and
Game
Defense
Division of
summer by National
vacancies
make an attempt immediately to
the Army, showed some
puthis week as 1,250 Princeton
locate abandoned coal mitres
pils prepared to answer school
which are pouring copperas wa$
Wednesday, bells Monday morning.
A large and enthusiastic crowd welcomed Princeton's Festival oosters at Marion
ter into Tradewater River, atter
Supt. E. E. Howton said Tuesabove stopped on the cciprthouse square to invite Crittenden
seen
motorcade
the
when
20,
Aug.
taken
which legal action will be
of the day the biggest change will be
countians to this year's celebratiOn. A portion of the crowd may be seen in the corner
to have such sources of pollution courthouse yard.
(Photo by Julian Littlepage)
abandonment of radio teaching
sealed, Frank Phipps, superinbecause of inability to replace
tendent of wardens, told approxProf. James Shrewsbury, last
imately 100 members of the Caldyear's instructor, who joined the
and
well County Game and Fish ProArmy Air Corps last spring
Fla.
Pensecola,
tective Association at their anin
now
is
Effective now, all classified ads
nual barbecue picnic last ThursD. F. Nisbet, science teacher
must be paid for when ordered,
years at Butler, reday night.
business firms for several
of
cases
in
except
The State official stated that
Tuesday, Mr. Howton said,
signed
acad•-rtising
regular
having
illegal seining, with the excuse
and had not been replaced late
counts with The Leader. There
of fish would be poisoned by the
Wednesday. A teacher to replace
this
will be no deviation from
Cummins had not been
copperas wafer if not taken first,
Kelsey
rule.
should be eliminated in the inobtaineet, he said, and it is likely
FREE! If excess acid causes }rota that Cliff Cox and others will
terest of conservation and beFive registered Jersey biallspains of Stomach Ulcers, Indiges- divide his work and no teacher
cause such seining sets a bad extion, Heartburn, Belching, Bloat- will be added this year.
ample. He urged the clul, to en- from high producing sired by
ing, Nausea, Gas Pains, get free
courage respect for fish and game Caldwell county dairymen from
Miss Alice Sharp, University of
to
sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Kentucky graduate, has been aplaws as one of its primary objec- Hugh Gingles, Kirsey, and are
days,
tooct9pd pointed to head the English debe delivered in the next few
Store.
tives.
IT'S SAFE .. . ice does not ghe off f
Miss MidConstruction of a fish rearing J. F. Graham, county agent, said
porch floors so partment at Butler and
your
HAVE
WHY
are there any electric wires to cause a
Kentucky,
pond, a project the Caldwell Tuesday.
of
rough and ugly, when it cost so dleton, University
T.
B.
of
composed
party
A
some
for
circuit.
have
physical
sportsmen
county
the
little to have them sanded and has been added to
time been considering, would be Daum, Princeton Cream and Butrefinished? When you want re- education staff.
suHayden,
C.
IT'S SILENT . . . No noise cm vibration
P.
Company;
Diter
Fish
and
aided by the Game
Mr. Howton said a new course
decoration and floor finishing, see
pany ice at work; the peace and quiet of
ofvision, Mr. Phipps promised. He pervisor of the Farm Security
be
will
training
manual
in
R. B. Williams Ihnd Sons, 302 Akcounseled the club to take due Administration, and Mr. Graham,
Bowling
Bodge,
0.
home is unmarred.
A.
with
fered
ltp
ers Ave., Princeton, Ky.
precautions in selecting a site visited the Gingles farm and
Green, as instructor. Auto meIT'S DEPENDABLE . . Power shut-offs
where abundant water is avail- made the purchase.
MIDWAY CABINS—Grocery, gas chanics will also be taught, he
Each of the following farms
able and said many possible loand service station, on Princeton- said, but the teacher has not been
blown fuses do not hinder ice refrigeration'
R.
cations in this section are un- will receive one of the bulls:
Dawson highway.— Ralph Cum- named. Mrs. Mary Norris, who
least.
suited because the soil will not P. Ray, Fredonia; McElroy and
3tp resigned as principal of Eastside
mins.
Williams, Fredonia; Miss Fannie
Horse races, night clubs, drinkIT'S ECONOMICAL . . . No "service bills"
hold water.
last year, has been replaced by
The sportsmen enjoyed bar- Pool, Princeton, and Clyde 0. ing and false teeth all figured in FOR SALE—Used corn shredder Miss Eloise Jones.
cause there are no mechanical parts to wear
becued mutton and pork, with Wood, Cobb. The group has testimony in the trial at Los An- and husker. Phone I73-J or see
street is the dividing
Seminary
Extremely low cost per pound.
2tp
Charles Watson, Princeton.
the usual trimmings; pitched formed a bull ring, an organizaline for the first grade, Mr. Howof the divorce suit
Calif.,
geles,
the
from
service
facilitate
to
tion
horse-shoes and fraternized in a
SALE-1940 model Chevro- ton said, with pupils on the east
n,
brought by Mrs. Ruth BrazeFOR
wooded section of the Jones- bulls.
let pick-up truck. First.class con- of that line attending at Eastside
and
heiress
Philadelphia
of
farm
(above),
the
to
go
A bull will
Keeney Game Refuge until after
dition. See Clyde Fletcher, 409 and these on the west attending
C. K. McNeely to be used as a the former Princess Ruth Pigna-I
darkness 'fell:
ltp at Butler; the second grade
Harrison St.
N.
C.
James
against
arD'Aragon,
an
telli
community service animal,
through the sixth will go to Eastman.
FOR SALE—About 300 bu. old side, and junior and senior high
Mrs. Cosmo Ando was robbed rangement between Mr. McNeely Brazell, broker-sports
(AP Telemat)
corn for sale. William S. Rice, school pupils will go to Butler.
of her handbag containing $9.00 and the Farm Security Adminisltf
tel. 25, Princeton, Ky.
while sitting hi the courthouse in tration.
Remainder of the teaching poEverybody Got
Providence, R. I.
Spirits
The
Into
six
or
buy
five
WANTED—To
Murphy, N. C., is nearer to six
room modern house in Princeton.
There are water tunnels as deep other state capitals than it is to
Mt. Aairy, N. C. (iP)—Sheriff Write or telephone L. C. Foley,
as 750 feet below New York City. its own capital, Raleigh.
Harvey S. Boyd said he never Fredonia, Ky.
ltp
saw so many swimmers in Ararat
river as he did after he poured FOR RENT— Seven-room house.
d1? The
72 gallons of illicit whiskey into Located 107 Locust St—Thomas
Did you ever have a "Close Shave" when you'paid your gr
ltp
Winters, phone .364-W
the stream.
shaves.
close
had
had
who
Front Stores have helped thousands
A large crowd soon got the idea
Two men clad in dirty, ragged
of swimming—several with their
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
clothes on. And persons fishing clothing, broke into a Rutherfordbelow the pouring-in site report- ton, N. C., store, dressed themed they had never seen thejish selves in new outfits and left
Starting the ,lads and lassies back to classes means
their old clothing behind.
bite so well.

Save With Ic

Caldwell Dairies
Purchase Bulls

Seeks Divorce

CLASSIFIED ADS

Here Are The Fw ts:
Four Good
Reasons

Grolm Is Formed To
Facilitate C o mm unity Service

Why ICE Is The BE

A CLOSE SHAVE

extra calls for cash! Other fall expenses—Coal and
Clothing also make demands on the family budget.
Settle all your worries at once by borrowing the.
Cash you need from Interstate ... friendly, courteous
lad prompt attention to your application for a Fall
Expense Loan.
Come In Today—Phone—Write

INTERSTATE FINANCE CORP.
Of
Kentucky

(Incorporated)

LLOYD WATT, Manager
Chickasaw Building

Phone 290

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

WII1KLER STOKERS
ARE
AND

YEA RS" AHEAD IN MONEY SAVING

worn(

$AIV/Afe

FEATURES

Every careful buying horn* owner
should se* the Winkler Stoker
before buying any form of
automatic heating equip
INVICT/C4174T0#(E
merit.
The Winkler Stoker
c.Cer the WhaliR amonsbotion
with Its many refined
BMW YOU hi/Y
features Is today THE
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product.
If
It is saving money
and labor for thou
sands of property own
era from coast to coast.
Investigate the Eez-Air
control .. The fully auto
matic transmission which
has no shear pint Pressure
The Econo
Sealed Hopper
miser Burner., and many other
features . The 3
Winkler
exclusive
bite
Year Warranty Plan ...Stio the Winkler crush rocks
into a steel pipe without damaging or stopping the stoker

Mitchell Brothers
Plumbing & Heating
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 255-W

PUFFED WHEAT WEEK: IN ALL ,RED FRONT STOR
—Stuck- up on-this good-summertime easy- eat ifl cowl
• 7'
Large 8-oz. Package

FIELD SEEDS

FOR FALL SOWING
We've- recleaned New Crop Field Seed.
We operate a modern Seed Cleaning
plant and are prepared to furnish high
.quality tested seed at lowest prices.
New Crop Kansas Winter Oats
Red Top
Alfalfa
Oklahoma Alfalfa Timothy
Blue Grass
Grimm Alfalfa
Orchard Grass
Red Clover
Sweet Clover
Crimson Clover
Barley, beardless Balboa Rye
Black Rye
Barley, bearded
Rye Grass
Seed Wheat
—Inoculation for Alfalfa and Clover—
FOR FIELD SEED AND SEED CLEANING

CAYC E-YO ST
Incorporated

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Cream Cakes
Motor Oil

15c
1.19 Tomato Catsup '1 ":01Green Beans ,()C.2-1
Corn Flakes
Cheese (1'',:fatmAm
1_ Qt.Jar
Salad Dressing ,
2:1
Shad
21c S
10 ibs. 15c Sweet Potato ( 3 1

To"ted

Lb.

Penn-Rad
8-quart can

Sy

New England

rup

Potted Meat

Armour's I
No. 1 4 can) cans 1 OC

SUPER SUDS
PRICE SALE:
Two large pkgs.
35c
Two medium pkgs.
Heinz Fresh
Cucumber

Pickles
Potatoes

co
H
b bel-grown
om

Big Hoy

ig,

Large jar

tall e2, 1

oup

Fresh and Cured Meais

Pork Steak
Fresh Pork Calas

FS:Older

Lb.

15c lunch loaves
21c Bologna Sausage

Lb'

—FRESH FRUIT ...cRESH VEGETABLES ... FRESH )lEAV--MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
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Can Only
Midget Auto Racer:, Here For Festival Coroner
Hold Inquests In
Two Circumstances
(By Sis Ordway)
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence JenH. C. Rice and Howard Rice
nings and daughter, Betty Jean,
of Carrollton, visited Mrs. C. W. visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rice
Moore and family here recently. and Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Charles,
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mrs. all of Henderson, Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Layman, of ,
T. Y. Ordway and Sis Ordway attended the funeral of Mr. Henry Fredonia, Rev, and Mrs. And". .v
Altsheler, of Hopkinsville, last Layman and son, Howard, of
Jamesburg, N. J., have been vaThursday afternoon.
Mrs. V. J. Guthery and chil- cationing recently in Federal
dren, Sory and John, returned to Park at Dawson Springs. Mrs.
shipment of TVA contheir home in Charlotte, N. C., Dover and son, Edwin, of Monphosphate fertilizer has
this week after an extended visit tana and Dr. and Mrs. John Laytest
by
use
for
here
ived
with her parents, Dr. and Mrs. man, of Moline, Ill., joined them
anon farmers, County
Sunday. Rev. L. Layman became
J. B. Sory.
said
TuesGraham
F.
There was a barbecue given at ill while vacationing and is exKentucky Agricultural
the Hickory Grove school house pected to go to Moline, Ill., with
near here last Friday night. A Dr. and Mrs. John Layman.
Service manages the
Mrs. Claud Leeper and son,
good crowd attended.'
onstration program,
Miss Sara Jones,
Prof. and Mrs. Carl Spickard, Kirk, of Ironton, Mo., have been
office.
agent's
county
e
Kuttawa's Festival pick
of Atlanta, Ga., visited relatives the week-end guests of Miss Ada
ham explained that apand friends here last Friday aft- Leeper of this place. Miss Leeper
had as her Sunday dinner guests,
ernoon.
of phosphate, with lime,
Mrs. Truman Ray and children, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Meador, of
always necessary for
of Farmersville, are visiting her Evansville; Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ry growth of soil buildThe demonstrationi
mother here, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, Leeper, of Madisonville; Mrs.
Claud Leeper and son, Kirk, Mr.
hosphate only on such
and family.
-soil-holding crops. In
Malcolm Walter Leeper and Mr. Henry
James Scott and
Blackburn of this place have been Leeper, of Fredonia.
they adjust their whole ,
Dick Wigginton and wife, of
notified to leave for their period
system, as it made posDetroit, visited relatives and
of defense work September 2.
the phosphate, toward
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Traylor, of friends here last week.
uccessfill and enduring
Mr. Walter Young attended a
Providence, were the Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess religious conference in Ashville,
Alect the demonN. C., some days last week.
at their home here.
:he c.,unty agent conThe Frank Congers have taken
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham
vise with them
and daughter, of Decatur, Ill., are
..diitcs me being made'
visiting her parents here, Mr. and
pl.,;ices adapted to
Mrs. M. S. Lowery.
is. Results are
Miss Ventrice Mitchell, of PaV check plots, from farm
ducah, visited friends here last
mid by visual effect of
Monday as she was en route to
hate on crops, livestock,
Louisville, where she is teaching
and home unit, and the
Miss Dottie Mason
for the coming year.
to'.
Eddyville's entry
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Adams are
e test-demonstrators are
vacationing at Reelfoot Lake,
a public service they
Tenn.
• freight charges from
The Fredonia baseball club de, Ala.
feated the Princeton Regulars
12 test-demonstration
Greybull, Wyo. (W)—Mrs. Roy there Sunday by the score of 5-3.
the county. The present
Hutchinson, of Kent, Wash., had
Miss Evelyn Clift has resigned
is for the following:
"oon, Fredonia commu- to make a trip to Wyoming to her position as instructor in the
E. Harper, Flat Rock; prove she was' unqualified for Flatrock schools and is now employed in the Calvert City School
illiams, Crider; Hewlett army service.
When her birth certificate was system.
I, Farmersville; John B.
Miss Mary Wilson, who formerrierfield; A. E. Turley, made out on May 1, 1912, her
is now
; T. P. Taylor, Scotts- name was erroneously listed as ly taught at Flatrock,
Farmersville High
K. McNeely, White; J. H. "John M. Delk, male" and it was teaching at the
, Friendship; H. C. Mc- filed at Stringtown, Wyo., where School.
Mr. and Mrs. Lenorice Baugh
Otter Pond; M. P. she was born.
of Dunmoore, Ky.,
Her mother died several years and children,
•dy Creek; W. W. Perbeen the recent guests of
later and her father failed to de- have
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. A.
osphate test-demonstra- tect the error.
:ay here is a part of a
The Wyoming selective service Bugg.
Mr. and Mrs. John Butts and
program of farmers par- board came in possession of the
daughter, Juanita, Mr. and Mrs.
ordered
they
and
certificate
with their Agricultural birth
15e1le to -appear an -Willis- Butts and daugKeerJoann,
'Services ffi 24— Fates
of thia place, will attend a, rethe Tennessee Valley explain why he hadrit registered
union of the Anderson familYr—the
. Throughout the coun- for the draft.
c are 30,000 test-demonThat's why Mrs. Hutchinson
n 650 counties.
came to Wyoming.

Frankfort, Aug. 25—A county
coroner, can conduct inquests in
Kentucky only when they are requested by authorized persons or
he believes a crime has been committed, Assistant Attorney General William F. Neill said today.
If a coroner exceeds that authority in holding inquests, Neill
wrote McCreary County Coroner
J. H. Hansford, of Whitley City,
the County Fiscal Court legally
can reject his claim for services.
Under State law, coroners receive $12 for each inquest.

NI.To Be Used!
Demonstration
Is hi Caldwell
ly

es not give off fu
c wires to cause a
noise or vibration
e peace and quiet of
. . . Power shut-offa
der ice refrigeration'
.. No "service If
hanical parts to
pound.

,The little speedsters which have thrilled ml I ons t roug out
the country will be a Festival highlight this afternoon (Thursday)
the races to be staged at the old airport field, Dawson highway,
about two miles from Princeton.

Young, Mrs. V. J. Guthery and
daughter, Sory, Mrs. J. B. Sory,
Miss Kathryn Whitnel shopped in
Evansville last Thursday.
The following persons attended
the First Presbyterian Church at
Marion, Sunday morning: Mr. and
Mrs. James Landes, Mrs. Sam
Howerton, Mrs. Grace Loyd, Mrs.
Annie McElroy, Mr. and Mrs. J.
E. Hillyard, Mr. Seth and Miss
Imogene Wigginton.
Frank McChesney, of Detroit,
visited friends here last Thursday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
rooms with Mr. and Mrs. George
and children, Sonny and Gladys,
Scott here.
Mr. and Mrs. Laban Perry and are visiting relatives and friends
Mr. and Mrs. Gold Hamby, of in Detroit at the present time.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Koon, White
Dawson, visited Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Hillyard of this place Sun- Mills, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs.
John William Koon, Kevil, Ky.,
day afternoon.
Mrs. Cooper Crider is employ- are the guests of Mr. and Mra.
ed as instructor in the Francis J. J. Koon.
•
Miss Kathryn Whitnel was the
schools.
A 40-foot bridge in Bend, Ore.,
Mrs. Earnest Hearod received a overnight guest Wednesday of
was reported stolen, hauled away
wrist injury by a fall on the Mrs. William Young.
I Mrs. William Young, Frances piece by piece.
street here Saturday night.

Cooperating With Other Princeton Stores
Our Store Will Close Saturday, 7:30 and
..Please Shop Early
All-Day Labor Day.
School Clothes
BOYS'HEAVYWEIGHT

Pants and Blouse

TIME

FRONT STOR
sv eating cereal.
7/2c

Pixie

atsup
ans

•incy

Lee
No

te

bath establishment in
T. F. Hopping, of Buffalo, was
d for $15,000, Peter R. finefj $10 for cruelty to animals
i the alarm clock didn't when he pleaded guilty to throw. tan, when he was tak- ing a bird cage, bird and all, at
lirieviolot ray treatment. , his wife.

The City of Princeton welcomes you, Festival visi, and it is our wish that you have a good time.
gaiety, festivity, the party spirit of the Black
h has been planned carefully toward that end . . .
the town is a big party •room for your pleasure
• We extend to you the heartiest hospitality and
est welcome possible . . . And congratulations tp
Tobacco Festival Corporation for a splendid job
he arrangement of the Fifth Annual Festival . . .
let this be- your last visit, come again . .. you're
avs welcome in Princeton.

Federal Crews 'Construct Dustless
Drives In Area
Mammoth Cave, Aug. 26—Two
miles of key area road in Mammoth Cave National Park, including Green River approaches, utility courts and four parking areas,
were completed last week.
A double bituminous treatment,
commonly known as blacktop,
was laid over these roads, which
preciously had been given an
eight-inch waterbound macadam
base.
National Park Service equipment from the Great Smoky
Mountain National Park was sent
here for the operation. A. D. Curradi, a road specialist from the
office of the chief engineer of the
National Park Service, was here
the last three weeks to supervise
the work.
Four men brought the four
heavy units, two trucks, a sweeper and the oil distributor unit
from the Smokies. Supplemented
by local labor, they began laying
down the prime coat of cutback
asphalt two weeks ago, and finished the seal coat distribution
Friday of last week. More theft
22,000 gallons of liquid bitumin
was hauled from tanks in from
Cave City the rail head, 10 miles
from the project.
Completion of this job provides
surfaced, dustless roadways in
most all key areas of the park
now heavily traveled.

YOUNG MEN'S

Fancy Prints
Novelty Checks
Plaids
Sizes 6 to 14

Child's
_Heavyweight

Unionalls
Sizes 1 to 8

New
1941
FALL
SUITINGS

29c

dE

Yard

DRESS PANTS 4°
28 to 40 Waist
Heavy Suiting

Misses' Step-In-Pumps
Moccasins or Oxfords
Sizes 3 to 9. Other Makes $1.79
and up.

FAIR STORE

Thursday, August

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.

football Powers
In Every Section
Have New Tutors
40-Odd Coaches Will
Appear On.Different
Campuses As Season
Starts

Whirlaway Gallops In American Derby

SPirgis Float in Festival Parade

ler's Feud
Roosevelt
Top Rank

Visitors W ill Study
Famous Limestone
Formations

lit le a I

Mammoth Cave, Aug. 20—Members of the National Speleological
Society from four states and the
District of Columbia, who go in
for cave exploration in a scientific way, will be in the Mammoth Cave area the last week in
TypiCal of the beautifully decorated vehicles which annually
are entered in the Tobacco Festival's opening pageant, was this August on a field trip to study
the Kentucky limestone formation
float from Sturgis.
which is honeycombed with miles
of underground channels.
Led by A. C. Lewis, Washington, D. C., secretary of the society, and Dr. Kenneth Dearolf,
Dayton, Ohio, the group will arrive August 24 and remain until
August 30. Three days will be
devoted to study of Mammoth
Cave and the Great Salt Cave,
both part of the National Park.
Three privately owned caves in
Whirlaway galloped down the center of the track Saturday to an easy tm.,,
three-q
this region and two in Indiana
lengths victory in the $60,900 American Derby at Washington Park, Chicago
hwacker (
will also be visited.
Whirlaway) was second. Delray (No. 4, on rail) finished third.
( \I' Telemat)
In Mammoth Cave the party
will be joined by Arthur C. LunI farm, figured at farm prices, was: ucts in th.
dahl, a graduate student in geoMilk and. milk products, $73;
logy at the University of Chicago, who is here during the sumpork. $103; poultry, $33; other
mer as seasonal ranger naturalmeats, $4; eggs, $19; fruits and farm bu.:;n,
°hat
-ist for the National Park Service
vegetables. $80; fuel, $4; house ering
foods.
A sui vey made by the Ken; rent. $193. The value of food
In the trip through the Great
largcr t!
I
be grea
Salts Cave, which' is not now be- tucky College of Agriculture and alone furnished th-2 family was value if is
1,
• -used p
ing shown to the public, they Home Economics in southwestern $312.
'1 • is
log more
will be guided by Troy Burnett, counties of the State showed that
In ter:-...; o: quantities, these ple on the Lj,, to
feed
home-used products were worth
former owner of that cavern.
730 economic
gained
Most of the expedition inem- an average of $512 a farm a year, gallons of milk, 1,710 pounds of
using home-p, oduct'd prod
bers will come from Washington when calculated at farm prices, pork, 182 pounds of poultry, 47
sufficient to j
fy consid
and Steubensville, Ohio, while and more than double that pounds of beef and mutton, and
labor toward getting ample
others are expected from Penn- amount when retail prices were 127 dozens of eggs. The report
stuffs from M.. farm."
sylvania, Tennessee and West Vir- used.
adds:
For 107 farms, the average
ginia.
"The more profitable farmers
Gloversville, N. Y. ha
value of products used from the used
more farm-produced prod- 200 glove factories.
Plant Guards
Make The Movies

By Dillion Graham,
Sports Editor, Associated
Press Feature Service
New York — Football coaches,
accustomed to frequent journeys
during the fall, did a lot of offseason traveling this year—hotfooting it to new jobs.
Seldom has there been such a
large turnover of gridiron mentors. Transfer signals were flashed from Maine to California.
Every major college conference
was affected. The list of teams
with new tutors reads like a
who's who of football—Notre
Dame, Southern California, Army,
Yale, Ohio State, Boston College,
Tennessee.
With the 1941 kick-off almost
at hand, a survey reveals 40-odd
coaches appearing on new campuses. Here's the revamped lineup:
EAST: Frank Leahy, whose
Boston College team was unbeaten and victor over Tennessee in
the Sugar Bowl game, accepted
an offer from his alma mater,
Notre Dame. To succeed Leahy,
B. C. selected Denny Myers, a
former Brown and Yale line
coach.
The Army, after a particularly
poor season, found a more strict'
military assignment for Capt. Bill
Wood and persuaded Earl Blaik,
a former West Point assistant, to
leave Dartmouth and return to
the cadets. Dartmouth beckoned
to Tuss McLaughry. J. N. (Skip)
Stahley, a Harvard assistant, took
the job McLaughry had held for
15 years.
Yale, after losing seven of eight
Clad in overalls and Jaunty straw hat, Mrs. John Sims, then
games, said goodbye to Raymond
Miss Sarah Mohon, "Miss Princeton, 1939,- graces one of this area's
(Ducky) Pond and appointed
dark tobacco fields. Mrs. Sims placed second by virtue of her
Emerson Nelson, an Eli aide, as
brunette beauty in the Third Annual Festival queen contest. Miss
head coach. Pond caught on at
Martha Barnes, Hopkinsville, was the winner.
Bates College. After 20 years on
the coaching lines Fred Brice resigned at Maine and Eck Allen coach, went to Grand Rapids uni- where Del Morgan succeeds the
took over. Wes Fesler, Harvard versity.
departed Pete Cawthon as head
assistant, accepted a call from
Tom (Spook) Dowler resigned coach.
•
Wesleyan.
at Akron U. and was replaced by
Mose Sims left St. Mary's and
• Forest Evashevski, Michigan's Otis Douglas, Jr. Stan Kostka, one
Lloyd Russell took his job. When
famous blocking back for Tom time Minnesota star, took over at
Chet Benefiel left, Tulsa UniverHarmon, entered the coaching North Dakota Agriculture Colsity appointed Henry Frnka.
ranks at Hamilton College. Other ege. After a fine season at St.
FAR WEST: The attractive
new gridiron professors included Ambrose, of Iowa, Moon Mullins
South California post was left
Alfred C. Werner at Allegheny, resigned to become an assistant
open late this summer when HowAlured (Slim) Ransome, Geneva; at Florida and James Dockery
ard H. Jones died suddenly. Sam
Pete Stevens, Ursinus, and Stuart succeeded him.
Barry, a Jones aide, stepped in.
(Stu) Holcomb, Washington and
Bob Zuppke, Illinois coach for Francis Schmidt, out at Ohio,
was
Jefferson. Art Lawrence became 28 yevs, beat a move to oust him
signed by Idaho U. Bunny Oakes
Union college coach. Dutch Berg- and %Lill direct the Mini again.
moved from Colorado to Wyoman left Catholic University.
Jim Yeager left Iowa State and
MIDDLE WEST: Bidding fare- Ray Donels replaced him.
°
well to the veteran Francis B.
SOUTH: Maj. Bob Neyland.was
Schmidt, Ohio State brought a called into Army service and one
real rookie into the tough West- of his aides, John Barnhill, was
ern conference competition when appointed Tennessee coach. JimPaul Brown, who compiled a fine my Kitts, formerly of Rice, rerecord at Massillon, Ohio, high placed Henry Redd at Virginia
school, but who has had no col- Polytechnic Institute. Tex TilsOn
lege experience, took over.
moved out at Washington and
Notre Dame permitted Layden Lee and Riley Smith, an assistant
to leave to become commissioner and former Washington Redskins
of the National Professional foot- pro quarterback, became head
ball league and named Leahy. coach. •
Tom Stidham of Oklahoma folSOUTHWEST: Morley Jennings
lowed Paddy Driscoll at Mar- resigned at Baylor and was folquette and Oklahoma named De- lowed by Frank Kimbrough of
wey Luster, a Sooner assistant, as Hardin-Simmons. Warren Woodits top man. Western Reserve son took Kimbrough's Hardinchose Tom Davies and Potsy Simmons post. Jennings became
Clark, former Detroit Lions pro athletic director at Texas Tech,
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Queen In Overalls

ming and Colorado named Jim
Yeager, formerly of Iowa State,
as head coach. San Francisco U.
chose Jeff Cravath, Southern Cal
line coach, as its mentor.
'
PRO FOOTBALL: E.
Neale, Yale assistant.
coach of the Philadelphin
,
"
and Bill Edwards, West...
serve, took charge of the Dr""
Lions.

,VELCOME TO PRINCETON'S 'FIFTH ANNUAL TOBA
,F,STIVAL . . MAKE PENNEY'S YOUR HEADQUARTE
WHILE IN TOWN.

Class Favorites!

Sport Jackets

$2.98
Nautical and classic styles in part wool flannel!
Plaids! Rich-toned new
corduroys!
To Contrast or Match!

We have the following reconditioned
Farm Machines. All reworked and new
parts put in where needed:

To the thousands here to celebrate
the biggest paety in the Black Patch—
Welco;me—and hearty congratulations
to the Tobacco Festival Corporation for
another job well done.
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Home-Vsed Produce
Worth $512 A Year -

Baltimore (.P)—The 135 plant
guards at the Glenn L: Martin
aircraft factory, where bombers
are being made for the United
States and Britain, have turned
movie actors for the sake of the
national defense program.
They were used as models in a
film produced by the Office of
Emergency Management to stress
the importance of plant protection in defense industries.

WHEAT DRILLS
1-8x8 Disc Drill—Plain, in good condition. Price $30.00.
1-14x7 Disc Drill, Fertilizer
1-12x7 Disc Drill, Fertilizer
1 8x8 Disc Drill, Fertilizer
1—Papec Ensilage Cutter
1—John Deere Combine-6 feet, with
pick-up. Priced $250.00.
1—Tractor Harrow
1—Stoner Feed Mill, Hammer type
1 New Way Lime Spreader
2 McCormick-Deering Mowers
2—Hay Rakes
1—I.H.C. Power Hay Baler, almost new
1—Threshing Machine
For New or Used Implements and Repairs for all Implements be sure and see

98c

FELT ROLLERS
Fall colors with
feathers, ribbons!

Tailored rayon
crepe! Pretty trimmed cottons.

Rustling taffeta
parties! Ever.
spun rayons for
day! Smartest
in town! Low
for quality!

NEW /
3
4 SOCKS
Solids or stripes 19c
Snug cuffs!
pr

Rugged tweeds.
Rayon Panties ....25c soft fleeces, oth
Cotton Slips
25c era!

Double and single
breasted styles in
Super-Sturdy
herringbones,
stripes, overplaids! SHIRTS
You Save!
Economy priced!
Slob poplins, herrTop-Notch Fall
ingbone; t weed y
stripes. 'Favorites!
SLACKS
NEW TIES
Back-to-school
Ready tied!
favorites, sturdy!
Dress Caps
SLACK SOCKS Low priced!
Cotton-and1y
rayon styles.

igc

2.98

For the College Crowd—
Boys' Sport Jackets.
9.90
Dress, Sports Slacks.. 2.98
Antiqued Oxfords
298
Girls' Bright Jackets.,.2.98
Girls' Sport Skirts
1 98
Sporty Felt Hats
1 98

Interlined!
SMART COATS

LJC
49

For Young 'tins. under (i
Cotton Tub Frocks
49e
Girls' Winter Coats
.4.49
Boys' Polo Shirts
49c
Corduroy Jimmies
98c
Children's Shoes
1 98

6"

Zip - front sty!.
with buck],
straps at th•
waist for fit'
Roomy slash
pockets! Warm!

BRIE}
SHIRTS,SHORTS.
I
Ribbed cotton si',1!:•.
briefs! B road,l,,to
shorts! Save!
,
Sweaters for Eve
Slipovers, cardigans
coat styles for boYs
and girls from 3 Yr°.-P,
age! Value
to college
Other Quality SiYle!!'
4r_—school SuPPII

This Store will be closed
Saturday evening at 7:30 Gel",_1(
all day Monday, Labor Day, to
cooperate with other mere"

Classic
Nation's

scoa)li(i;1..:1

:
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Gloversville. N. Y.. has
200 glove factories.

Rustling taffeta for
parties! Ever - smart
spun rayons for every
day! Smartest styles
in town! Low price
for quality!

Interlined!

SMART COATS

/

.,/
ey
Rugged tweeds, 6.90 .
soft fleeces, others!
32-oz. Stella

JACKET
$0.7t
Zip - front style
with buckle
straps at the
waist for fit!
slash
Roomy
pockets! Warm!
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(AP Feature Writer)
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÷ These ÷
Women
By ADELAIDE KERR
(AP Feature Service)

Mrs, Oveta Culp Hobby, wife
of the publisher of the Houston
Post, has one of the biggest women's jobs in Uncle Sam's defense
program.
As head of the Woman's Division of the -Army's Bureau of
Public Relations she has tackled
the tall task of answering questions of American wives and
mothers about the food, health
and recreation of the boys in
camps.
Mrs. Hobby, who is executive
vice-president of the Houston
Post, an active executive of radio
station KPRC, a lawyer and
mother, is bringing her past experience to play in her new job.
Her office in the Munitions Building in Washington will answer
women's letters and prepare press
releases on army news of interest
Two men riding in a coupe were
killed when their machine and this heavy his collided head: to them. She also is said to have
on on the Waldo approach of )the
Golden Gate bridge near San Rafael, Calif. Twenty-five bus pas- envisaged a radio program to give
sengers were injured. Those killed were
John Morse, 26, of Lake Forest, Ill., and Clyde L. Ander- news of the camps.
son, of Danville, Calif., Coroner
>>
J. Ray Keaton said.
(AP Telemat)
which don't give of flint, work in
Jacqueline Cochran, America's
fine kid gloves and handle the
woman air ace, who recently flew
a bomber to Britain, is assisting tiny balls with tweezers to avoid
Louisville, Ky.(.P)—"All in tile
Colonel Robert Olds, head of the leaving perspiration stains on the
day's work" was the midwifery
army's airplane ferry command, bearings.
in a survey of American women
Hundreds of other women are 'job of Patrolmen R. E. Loid and
pilots with a view of listing those
winding coils for motor genera- Kenneth Smith when a son was
who have at least 200 hours in
tors at the Westinghouse plant in born to Mrs. Robert L. Cox.
the air. The survey falls in line
Easton, Pa. . .. Girls in the GenAnswering an emergency call,
with Washington reports that /
eral Motors products division at the officers found the Cox home
army air force officials are conRochester, N. Y., are hand-Wind- dark
because of a power failure
sidering using experienced woing armatures for airplane genmen pilots to ferry training
and the father wringing his hands
erators.
planes from factories to training
The National City Bank of New because the doctor had not arcenters. Use of women pilots
York has hired 60 girls as page rived.
would release army ail-men
ho
boys, messengers and runners to
Patrolman Loid, who previoushave been ferrying the planes.
replace boys in service or at work ly had aided in the delivery Of
>>
in defense industries . . . Seven seven babies, took charge with
The Women Flyers of America
women are driving cabs for a the aid of a flashlight.
recently completed a membership
Brooklyn Taxicab Co., doing the
Later, at a hospital, where- the
survey which revealed 29 women
Work of men who are in the army mother and baby were taken, hospilots, between the ages of 21 and
or navy. The boss says driving pital attaches said both were in
40, who have from 200 to 1,900
ability is the first requirement, fine condition and praised the offlying hours
Mrs. H. J. Heinz
but good looks are no handicap. ficers' work.
of Pittsburgh expects to tour the
country by plane this fall to
speak before members of the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs on requirements and training for women pilots.

for its success. Its illimitable attractions, its well balanced decorative display—showing., perhaps, the last word
in good taste.
. .. And here, too, in our stock may be
found the furniture items to give your
house good taste and that well balanced
appearance—See us -today . . . Passing
throng of Festival merry makers and
plan for winter comfort.
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The American Women's Volunting followers, however,
tary Services' New York office
torrid invectives.
plans to train 10,000 women in
lists, shouting for war
its autumn courses on air raid
the France to which Jef-,
precautions, communications, first
was friendly, thus toasted .
Ls-w President, John Adams:
Suffering from a leg injury, Roy Monk of the 107th engineers from Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., was aid, home nursing, mobile kitchen
feeding, motor corps repairs, phydams, may he slay thou- rolled along a dirt road in the maneuver "battle" area in Louisiana on a rolling stretcher by troops
sical training and map reading.
of Frenchmen with the of the 107th medical regiment of Bay City, Mich. He was being taken to a field hospital. The inNew courses will include small
ne of Jefferson."
jury was described as not serious.
(AP Telemat)
boat piloting and navigation . .
ublican - Democrats called
n "an English monarchy- son's dying words were: "I should dency, he sent an embassy to ask
The Rough Rider exploded, The Philadelphia Advertising Women's Club recently gave a "pint
Tory" and spread mill- have hanged Calhoun."
Conkling's aid in the campaign. charging Taft with being "disloyparty" at which members donated
stones of "his affair with a
>)
answer
was:
"I
have
The latter's
al to every canon of fair play." a pint of blood for Red Cross
yholds."
Roscoe Conkling, Repulican long since given up the practice Alluding' to his selection
of Taft reserves .
thwartof criminal law." Cleveland nosed
boss of New York, twice
as his successor in the White, Thousands of women are at
break between President •
G. Blaine's out Blaine, winning New York House, Teddy remarked: "It is a work in defense industries
w Jackson and his vice ed the popular James
the G.O.P. uresi- state's electoral vote by a slim bad trait to bite the hand that throughout the country. In the
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llify" operation of the act several
administration. Taft, in a
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accused
Boston,
like a gobbler" and re- speech at
Ti Caihoun's South Car0- "strutted
discontent and
"a singed cat." The new adroit appeals to
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Administration supnever forgave him for class hatred.
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porters at the meeting sang:
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Keep that parade's happy faces beaming with the
touch of health . . . Protected the season through
regular, tasty quantities of more pure, unexcelled, pasteurized milk.
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Slide Fastener

POLO SHIRTS

WHEREVER SHE
GOES IN HER

Colorful
stripes!

SHIRTS,SHORTS.
shirts.
Ribbed cotton
roadcloth
briefs! 13
shorts! Save!
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PLACE
"A WOMAN'S
say.
heart"—we
man's
a
... is in best way to stay therealways
is to keep

And the
looking your loveliest—day after day.
Do the trick with a stunning new hairstyle by our expert beautician—Rinse,
Shampoo, or Finger Wave.
(Permanents, A Specialty)

HOPKINSVILLE
RECAPPING CO.
8th. & Clay St.
HopkinsvIlle, KY.

The trend is always to their safety and health
first .. . So make your schoolchild's days of study
an occasion of pleasure by supplying our milk to start
every day with.

Phone 7

. . . New Fall Line of
Fine Quality Printzess Dresses . . . Also
Nelly Dons, Ann Foster.

PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY
Phone 161

•

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.
Ration Cards Issued
To Barnyard Families

NaVy
Runs
Keil! 1 1V SW

11)Yillat
Vich y, France (Al—Animals ,
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
now are going to have ration
1418^
By Morgan M. Beatty
Cross Road church is being
blockade.
unoccupied France, they
cards
in
(Associated Press Service)
Germans may be doing without painted and repaired this week.
will be issued for livestock of
Washington -a: Will the British butter and beefskak, but in the M vs. S. L. Henderson and Mrs.
“public utility," including cows,
army invade German-controlled end, the effect of denial is the W. M. Cartwright spent Friday
draft horses in mines, breeding
Europe at any time in the pre- same as the drip-drip of water on afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
animals, and so forth. Animals
dictable future?
kept merely to meet needs of
the brow of a prisoner. After sev- Charles Ladd.
their owners will have to get
The various answers one gets eral thousand slow drops have hit
Garland Robinson has been ill
along the best they can.
from military men all add up to him in the forehead, each addi- for the last few days.
Livestock which can be fed
"NO!" Some few feel the British tional drop feels like a sledge•
Mrs. Aubrey Vickery is slowly
"only by the hand of man," will
might dress up a small raid or hammer blow. The Germans improving.
be entitled to full ration cards;
two as an invasion attempt, it know this. They are trying to
Rev. Paul Hall and wife, of
animals like goats, which pick up
their losses could be held to a achieve the same results with Boonville, Ind., and the Rev. E.
part of their sustenance by grazminimum. But the few have rao counterblockade.
L. Yager and wife, of Princeton,
British forces can continue also Ind., attended services at Lebaing, will get half ration cards.
deep convictions.
I can state definitely that the to fight for the strategic outposts non church last Tuesday night.
British air command agrees with of empire, restrict Germany to
Mesdames Hugh Nichols, Urey
other branches of the military land victories in Europe. They Cook and T. J. McCargo accomservice that a full-scale invasion can constantly demonstrate their panied Rev. Albert Kemp and
Norwalk, Conn. (W)— Arlene
attempt against the Germans this control of the world's sea high- wife to Hopkinsville last Tuesday
Francis owns a farm upstate on
year would have no better than a ways, especially for the benefit of afternoon.
which she raises prize cows. Re1-to-3 chance. It would, therefore, Axis partner Japan.
cently she decided to give each
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Fleischman
They can make minor raids and son, of Louisville, were here
run the danger of going down in
cow a name. .After naming the
history as a futile raiding party. against the German-held coast, visiting Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
first 20, she began to experience
Rear Athol al
Harold
Annoyance to the Germans would too, especially around Murmansk, last week.
a little difficulty . . . and had (above)
has been
where they have a fighting chance
be the only result.
named
Radio headliner, and his All-Star Radio Revue, feature attrac- to call on her friends. Nothing the
Mrs. William Denham has been
government's operatie
Invasion talk is prevalent at to keep open the supply road to quite ill for a few days.
tion at Princeton's Tobacco Festival Friday night, Aug. 29, in the strange about that, except that
strike-bound Kearny, N
this time only because it serves Russia.
she's the feminine star of a pro- of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ovid Halt and stadium
Federal Shipbuilth
If the Germans should close off Mrs. Paul Cook, of Arvada, Colo.,
a propaganda purpose, in the
gram called, "What's My Name?"
Drydoek Co. President
view of well-informed observers, Murmansk, the best feasible route are expected to arrive here the Amon Orange.
Princeton market last Monday.
ordered the navy to
and it's based on the idea that of British attack against Germany week-end for a visit with relatake o
Miss Evelyne Campbell will beth Orange were in Princeton plant and the
Mr. anct Mrs. Ruben Dillingthe Germans will hear the talk, would be up from the Middle tives.
departme
ham of Gilbertsville visited Mr, arrive here this week to supervise Sunday.
possession
Monday sir
and prepare for invasion even East, where supplies and manMrs. Preston Woodson, Nash- and Mrs. Walter Dillingham last home economic work at FriendMr. and Mrs. S. L. Henderson resume production
though they are convinced it will power could move the year round. ville, Tenn., is a visitor this week
on $4
week-end.
:hip school.
and Mrs. W. M. Cartwright were worth of naval
and
NOT come.
If the Russians could hold the in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Misses Maxine Ely and Eliza- in Princeton Monday.
Lonnie Croft delivered cattle to
The basic reasoning behind the Germans somewhat sort of the
(AP Te
British high command's refusal to Volga this fall, there would be a
consider invasion at this time, lies chance for Britain, with Ameri&Military principle.
can help, to use the Caspian door.
Any force attempting to estabBritish empire men and Amerilish a beach-head must count on can material could pour in from
losing perhaps 600,000 out of' the south by sea and land, and
every million men thrown into actually join a continental ally
action. Even if the force should still fighting Germany. The effort
establish a beach-head, it would probably would first take shape
be exhausted, and the problem of as guerilla warfare — annoying
widening the breach would be raids on Germany's stretched
even more serious than the origi- communication lines. But losses
nal attack.
should be negligible.
,
The stream of death notices to
At the "right moment," huge
parents, sweethearts and friends armies could be rallied to take the
would damage morale, perhaps offensive. Meanwhile, Germany
wreck it, if the invasion should would be required to squander
fail in the end.
men and materials in Russia to
From the point of view of the meet the constant threat of atBritish government, the first duty tack. This would lessen their reof a prime minister and his mili- maining forces for invasion of the
tary advisbrs is to defend the British isles.
homeland. That means the British
Therefore, the eyes of military
must conserve men and materials men are on the Caspian sea. And
for a full scale defense, especially they ask: Are the Russians willsince the target for the Germans ing to make the further huge sacis concentrated, and therefore in- rifices required to hold off the
vasion is somewhat simpler from Germans? The Germans obvioustheir point of view and from ly see the open door in the south,
their springboard.
too. They've thrown their major
What, then, can the British do? weight against the Ukraine at
They can continue to blockade last, in an obvious maneuver to
the Germans by air and sea, and close the Caspian door before
blast continental industries from winter comes.
the air, now that their naval force
is buttressed by command of the Traffic Trouble
air over western Germany and
France. These are slow, unspecAlbemarle, N. C. (W)—.An autotacular methods of attack. The mobile and an airplane collided
public cannot see victory when here. The car was coming to a
•-ct '
it's coming at a snail's pace. But stop near the airfield when CravTF YOU WANT to get ahead fast, to serve your country,
the ultimate results might be the en Almond's plane failed to gain
to build yowself a good-paying future... here's the opsame, especially if the British altitude and struck the car: Darnportunity you've been waiting'for.
key-la—up-the don:afire Id...bomb
age was_.slight and no one was
The U.S. Navy may train you to become an expert in
hold tight the steel chains of hurt.any one of nearly 50 skilled fields. Each month, over 5000
new men will be sent to a Navy Service School, where you
can learn to be a Diesel engine operator, machinist, aviation mechanic, aerial photographer, radio operator, or
whatever specialized work you're best fitted for. This first
year's training which you get is worth at least $1500.
The Navy foots the entire bill. You earn while you learn.
In fact,it is possible for an enlisted man to earn up to $126

REAP NOW YOU TOO CAN meow
AN EXPERTIN AWAT/ON,RADIO
OR ONOINfER/N6AND DRAW
0000PAY WHIir YO(/LEARN!

LOOK WHAT THE U. S. NAVY
AND NAVAL RESERVE OFFER YOU
FREE TRAINING worth $1500.
Nearly 50 trades and vocations to
choose from.
GOOD PAY with regular increases.
You may earn up to $126 a month.
You are entitled to a generous vacation period, with full pay,each year.

* PHILCO PHOTO-ELECTRIC REPS DUCER.No needles to
change, records last 10 times
longer; new purity of tone.
* NEW PHILCO AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER. Plays ten
12-inch or twelve 10-inch
records at one loading.
* EXCLUSIVE STROBOSCOPE
Mars AND TEMPO CONTROL
Fnables you to play records
at perfect recording-studio
pitch.
* NEW TILT-FRONT CABINET
with Interior Light. No lid
to lift.
* BUILT-IN SUPER AERIAL SYSTEM.Just plug in and play.

* EXQUISITE CONSOLE CABINET,
gracefully designed in butt
and sliced Walnut.
* MANY OTHER NEW FEATURES, including Complete
Electric Push-Button Operation, Separate Bass and
treble Controls.

GOOD FOOD and plenty of it.
FREE CLOTHING.A complete outfit
of clothing when you first enlist.
(Over $100 worth.)
FREE MEDICAL CARE, including
regular dental attention.

FINEST SPORTS and entertainment
any man could ask for.
TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, THRILLS—
You can't beat the Navy for them!
BECOME AN OFFICER. Many can
work for an appointment to the
Naval Academy or the Annapolis of
the Air at Pensacola.
FUTURE SUCCESS. It's easy for
Navy-trained men to get goodpaying jobs in civil life.
LIBERAL RETIREMENT-PAY for
regular Navy men.

per month—with keep.
You'll have plenty of opportunity for advancement in
position and pay — and you'll have fun while you leant!
You'll come out of the Navy fully prepared to take on a
good job in private industry. And
if you want to stay in
the Service, you can go right to the top... and retire at the
end of 20 years or 30 years with
a liberal monthly income.
You can choose now between
the regulars or the reserves. Both offer equal opportunities for advancement.

Mail coupon for your free copy of "Life
in
the U.S. Navy." 24 pages, fully
It answers all your questions. Tells'illustrated.
what
pay will be... promotions and vacationsyour
you
can expect...how you can retire on a
life income. Describes how you can learn any
one
of 45 big-pay trades from
aviation to radio...
how you may become
an officer. 27 scenes
from.Navy life showing
sports and games you may p1ay, shiP1YSi
maybe assigned to, exciting
ports you may visit. Tells enlistuitat
requirements and where to apply.
If you are between 17 and 31(5°
high school required),
get this free book now. No obligation. As!
the Navy editor of
this
paper
for a copy. Or telephone him.OrMall
him the coupon. You
can paste it on a penny postal card.
WEAR THIS BADGE OF HONOR/ Ifafter rending the
booklet you decide to apply for a place in the Navy,
will receive
you
be smart
this
m. It is a bade
p rtlapewle-eamr.ble
th
of honor
will

* PHILCO NOME RECORDING
UNIT. Optional equipment at
moderate extra cost.

ENROLL IN THE NAVAL RESERVE
...BE RELEASED AFTER THE EMERGENCY

The Secretary of the Navy has an- can
be spared, regardless of the length
nounced:—"All men now enlisting in of time
remaining in their enlistment."
the Naval Reserve will be retained on
Remember — the regular N -ivy and
active Navy duty throughout the period
of the national emergency, but they Naval Reserve offer you the RAMO travel, training, promotions, pay increasea.
will be released to inactive duty as soon
after the emergency as their aervices Physical requirements are more liberal.
Send in the coupon now!

SERVE YOUR COUNTRY * BUILD
YOUR FUTURE

Tear out and take or send this coupon
to the Navy Editor of this newspaper
w‘thout any obligation on my part whatsoever, pleases
on. free booklet,"Life in
the Navy,"giving full ilet ails about
the opportunities for men
in the Navy or Naval Reserve.
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